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CUB RESPONSE TO THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF ILLINOIS MOTION TO 
STRIKE AND DENY THE PEOPLES GAS LIGHT & COKE COMPANY’S AND 

NORTH SHORE GAS COMPANY’S REQUEST FOR A CONDITIONAL SFV TARIFF  
 

The Citizens Utility Board (“CUB”), pursuant to 83 Ill. Admin. Code 200.190 and the schedule 

adopted in this proceeding, hereby responds to the Motion to Strike and Deny the Peoples Gas Light & 

Coke Company’s and North Shore Gas Company’s Request for a Conditional SFV Tariff (“Motion”) of 

the People of the State of Illinois by Attorney General Lisa Madigan (“AG”).  The Motion seeks to 

strike the 100% Straight Fixed Variable (“SFV”) tariff proposed by Peoples Gas Light & Coke 

Company (“PGL”) and North Shore Gas Company (“NS”), (collectively, “PGL-NS” or the 

“Companies”) and all testimony and exhibits which discuss said tariff, and seeks to dismiss the request 

for Commission approval of the tariffs.  The tariff and testimony referenced in the Motion should be 

stricken for the reasons cited in the Motion and the reasons stated herein. 

As the Motion points out, Commission approval of the SFV tariff as presented by the Companies 

in this case would be improper.  Section 9-201 of the Public Utilities Act (“the Act”) requires that a 

tariff such as the SFV tariff at issue must include a time when the change will go into effect and notice 

of such must be published.  220 ILCS 5/9-102(a).  Rather than including with particularity a time when 



the SFV tariff would take effect, the Company stated that the SFV rate design “would go into effect if 

Rider VBA is no longer in effect due to a third party’s action, such as a court or the general assembly.”  

PGL Ex. 1.0 at 3.   

The Company provided no precedent for approval of a conditional tariff that goes into effect 

upon a yet-unknown third-party’s action.  As the AG point out, if the Commission were to approve this 

tariff, a tariff that springs to life upon an unknown event for an unknown reason, it would bind itself or a 

future Commission to an entirely new rate design without regard to the circumstances surrounding the 

triggering event.  For example, though the Companies reference potential triggering events, such as an 

Appellate Court decision or an action of the Illinois General Assembly, the tariff itself may spring to life 

due to any number of yet unknown circumstances.  The tariff is conditioned only on Rider VBA no 

longer being in effect, for virtually any reason.  The language in the SFV tariff states that it will take 

effect if Rider VBA is “not permitted to remain in effect by action of the Commission the Illinois 

General Assembly, or any other body...”  PGL tariff language in Ill.C.C. No. 28, Seventh Rev. Sheet No. 

5 (emphasis added).  The potential conditions under which the SFV tariff could take effect, then, are not 

limited and could be the result of future circumstances that no party could contemplate in this case. 

The time at which the SFV tariff will take effect is simply not specific enough to meet the 

requirements of Section 9-201(a).  The tariff is conditioned on the general event of Rider VBA no longer 

being in effect, due to an action by any body.  The Commission cannot, at this time, anticipate all the 

events that could occur between now and the unknown time at which that may happen.  It is entirely 

possible that the events that cause Rider VBA to become ineffective could also render the SFV tariff 

inappropriate.  The circumstances that could lead to the imposition of the SFV rate tariff becoming 

effective, at some unknown future point in time, cannot even be fully envisioned by the Commission, 

must less examined in this hearing, and the Commission should not allow the Companies’ attempt at 



circumventing the regulatory process by its “Plan B” proposal.   The Companies chose to maintain their 

“Plan A” in proposing approval of Rider VBA in this proceeding.  The Company could have chosen to 

propose the SFV rate design in this proceeding, if they perceived a significant risk in Rider VBA being 

struck down. They simply cannot have it both ways.  The Companies will have the opportunity to 

propose such a tariff in their next rate filing, if Rider VBA is invalidated by a separate body..   

The provisional nature of the tariff, and its dependence on actions by third parties, render this 

tariff unlawful because it does not meet the requirements of 9-201 of the Act.  Additionally, the 

Commission’s lack of knowledge of the events that could surround Rider VBA no longer being in effect 

at some point in the future make it impossible for the parties and the Commission to give the required 

consideration to the SFV tariff.   

WHEREFORE, CUB respectfully requests that the Commission grant the AG’s Motion to Strike 

and Deny the Peoples Gas Light & Coke Company’s and North Shore Gas Company’s Request for a 

Conditional SFV Tariff. 
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